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Abstract
The work of a recent paper on the reflection of radio waves from an irregular iono-
sphere is extended to take account of strong scattering. Solutions of the wave equation
for a horizontally stratified ionosphere are used as a starting point, and the equations
governing scattering for a simple two-dimensional model are written in a coupled form.
A ray theory of scattering is examined from a wave theory viewpoint, applied to
scattering by an irregular layer of free electrons. Limited results of numerical work
are exhibited in curves.
This report is chiefly concerned with the physical interpretation of the mathematics
outlined and finding useful approximations to help future work.
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1. NOTATION
All electric and magnetic quantities in this paper are in rationalized units. Important
quantities used are:
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates; z is measured vertically upwards.
0 angular wave frequency; a time factor exp(iwt) is omitted throughout.
e, m charge and mass of the electron
E electric permittivity of free space used only to
p number of electrons per unit volume define X and Z.
v collision frequency of the electrons
X pe2 /EomW2
z ~/0Z F,/W
U 1 - iZ
p.u (1-X/U)1/2, effectively the refractive index
X(Z) X/U for a plane stratified ionosphere
A(x, z) function representing irregularities in a two-dimensional model
E(x, z) electric wave-field vector
d periodicity of irregularities
Sa a /d, where a is an integer
0 sin1 S
a a
Ca ( 1
fj(z) term in the Fourier series for A(x, z)
Ea (Z) term in the Fourier series for the y component of E(x, z)
N finite summation limit
Aa, B a independent solutions of the wave equation for a stratified ionosphere, depending
upon the angle of incidence 0 a
X a 'a coefficients associated with Aa and Ba, respectively
W the Wronskian A B' - B A'
a a a a a
.dSj integral of fj(z), taken through a layer of irregularities
AQ complex phase deviation produced by a diffraction grating
R a square matrix of reflection coefficients
z ° gradient parameter for a linear stratified ionosphere
a mean height of a layer of irregularities
b intensity parameter of the irregularities
za half-width of the irregular layer
The "weak scatter integral" refers to formula 15 of reference 10; this gives the
angular spectrum below the ionosphere of a weak scattered wave. The unit of length is
defined as the wavelength of the incident radiation in free space, and thus depends upon
the frequency. A prime denotes differentiation with respect to z. The dummy suffix
notation is not used in this report.
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2. INTRODUCTION
The theory of radio wave propagation is often applied to a horizontally stratified
ionosphere, in which the ionosphere is supposed to vary only in the vertical direction.
When the ionosphere varies slowly (so that the ionospheric parameters change only by a
small fraction in each wavelength), the process of reflection can be ignored, and ray
theory approximations are valid. The ray theory approximations break down where the
refractive index in the ionosphere is small, for there the wavelength becomes very large,
and, no matter how slowly the ionosphere varies, reflection will occur.
The ionosphere is not, in fact, plane-stratified, but contains moving irregularities
that are responsible for scattering the energy of reflected radio waves (1). The theory
must therefore be extended to take account of horizontal variations. Previous discus-
sions of this type of scattering have usually been made in terms of transmission through,
rather than reflection from, an irregular region; this is because the work has been
based on ray theory diffraction (2, 3, 4), and is not adequate when reflection occurs.
Because of this difficulty, the irregularities are often specified by the effect they pro-
duce, rather than by actual variations in the ionospheric parameters (5, 6). It has been
suggested (7, 8, 9) (Booker and Gordon 1950, Booker 1955, Jones 1958) that the reflec-
tion level might be of particular importance for scattering.
To study this possibility, we must solve the differential wave equations, and with
horizontal variations these will depend upon three independent variables. If we assume
that the scattered wave is weak, it is possible to write down a useful solution of the wave
equation (10). This is done by adopting solutions of the wave equation for a horizontally
stratified ionosphere as a starting point, and then introducing the irregularities as a
small perturbation. It is the purpose of this report to show that solutions of the wave
equation for a stratified ionosphere are still a useful starting point, even when the scat-
tering is not weak.
There seem to be two ways in which strong scattering can occur:
(i) Weak irregularities producing strong scatter.
(ii) Strong irregularities.
In case (i), we suppose that weak irregularities produce strong scattering gradually
after propagation through a thick region; for any thin slab taken from this region, the
scattering will be weak. The differential wave equations can be written in a coupled
form, where the coupling term is weak and represents the scattering at each ionospheric
height. In Section 5 of this paper, the coupled equations are derived for a simplified
two-dimensional problem that is outlined in Section 3.
In case (ii), each problem requires separate treatment. Examples are cylindrical
meteor trails (11) and the thin layer of irregularities that are discussed in Section 4.
In Section 6, it is established that the full wave theory treatment given here agrees
with ray theory under the conditions when the latter is valid, and there is a simple
method of extending the conventional ray theory treatment to take account of deviation
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effects without troublesome ray-tracing procedures. A convenient method of numerical
solution is outlined in Section 7, where the equations are transformed into a Ricatti form
with matrix variable. Some curves are drawn in Section 8, but these are limited by the
long digital computer times required for the integrations. In the final section, the
methods of extension to a more general scattering problem are outlined, but the detailed
mathematics is not given. The use of various approximations to aid further work is
discussed with a view to handling a stochastic model ionosphere.
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3. A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SCATTERING PROBLEM
In this section, we consider a simplified two-dimensional scattering problem. The
equations are transformed by Fourier analysis to introduce the angular spectrum, and
this is discussed in terms of ray theory. The irregularities produce scattering between
the different angles.
The propagation of an electromagnetic wave through the ionosphere is governed by
Maxwell's equations, together with the constitutive relations for the ionosphere defining
the properties of the medium. To simplify the presentation of the mathematics, we
ignore the effect of the earth's magnetic field. For a monochromatic incident wave of
fixed frequency, the properties of the ionosphere are represented by an isotropic com-
plex refractive index , given by
2 X
=1 -- (1)
in which X is real, and is proportional to the density of the free ionospheric electrons;
U = l-iZ; Z is real and represents damping by collision of the electrons with neutral air
molecules.
In general, is a function of three Cartesian coordinates x, y and z; it is con-
venient to define the unit of length as the wavelength in free space, so that lengths are
measured as multiples of wavelengths, and we set the z axis vertically upwards. As a
first step, we suppose that p. is a function of x and z only, and that plane waves inci-
dent to the ionosphere from below have their wave normals confined to the x-z plane, so
that 8/ay is zero everywhere and the problem is reduced to two dimensions. Maxwell's
equations then split conveniently into two parts, giving the "electric" and "magnetic"
polarizations. In the electric polarization equations, the electric wave-field vector E is
directed everywhere parallel to the y axis, and the displaced electrons give no induced
space charges. With the magnetic polarization, E lies everywhere in the x-z plane;
induced space charges lead to more complicated equations, which are not considered in
detail here.
For the electric polarization, the electric wave-field vector E satisfies the differ-
ential equation
a2E + 2E + 4 2 2 E = (
+ + 4n CL' E = (2)
ax az
This is a form of wave equation normally associated with scalar waves, but it is under-
stood that E is directed as a vector along the y axis. The refractive index p. depends
upon the ionospheric parameter X/U, and it is convenient to take this in two separate
parts
X
= x(z) + (x, z) (3)
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where X(z) represents the stratified ionosphere upon which the irregularities A(x, z)
are superimposed. In reference 10, A was introduced in the equations as a small per-
turbation, and it was assumed that the corresponding change in E, representing the
scattered wave, was also small. Here, A may be small, but we want to find out what
happens when the scattered wave is no longer weak.
Let us suppose that A is periodic in the x direction with period d; in the limit, d
may be supposed to be large to represent a completely irregular ionosphere, but
working with d finite leads to equations with discrete terms and simplifies questions of
convergence and the reversing of limits. Accordingly, we write
A(x,z) = fj(z) exp i (4)
where each fj(z) is an arbitrary function of height.
Now suppose that a plane wave is incident normally onto the ionosphere from below.
One of the boundary conditions is that the solution of the wave equation must also be
periodic in the x direction with period d, and so we write
oo
E(x, z)= Ea(z) exp(-2iSax) (5)
a =-oo
where
S a (6)
a d
In free space below the ionosphere, Eq. 5 represents an angular spectrum of plane
waves; these waves have wave normals inclined to the vertical at angles 0a , where
Sa = sin 0 a; and we see from Eq. 6 that these are just the directions of the spectra that
would emerge from a diffraction grating of periodicity d. This raises an interesting
point; we have periodic irregularities, superimposed upon a stratified medium, scat-
tering in exactly the same directions as if they were in free space. Now, inside the
ionosphere the wavelength is larger, and the angles through which the wave is scattered
are correspondingly increased; but it happens that this is corrected as the wave propa-
gates down to free space (Fig. 1).
Although we have been considering normal incidence, Eq. 5 is equally valid for
oblique incidence, provided that we suppose that the incident wave has its wave normal
in one of the directions S a (In the limit d - oo, the angular spectrum becomes con-
tinuous, and incidence at any angle is permitted. ) And as different solutions of the wave
equation, Eq. 2, can be added to give new solutions, the incident wave need not even be
plane, but can be defined by a set of plane waves incident in the different directions Sa
We can now obtain the differential equation satisfied by the transformed variables
E a(z), bearing in mind that we are exchanging the x dependence of the equations for
a
5
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Fig. 1. Scattering by a diffraction grating buried in a medium of refractive index [±.
sin n = nX L/d (diffraction grating law)
L = Xo/p. (ray theory)
and sin 0n = [L sin n (Snell's law)
Therefore sin 0 n = n 0/d as in free space
summations over the discrete variable a. But first we must consider a question of
convergence.
There are two points which affect the convergence of the series in Eq. 5. First,
for any reasonable physical model of the ionosphere, the functions f(z) must become
unimportant when j is large; otherwise, A(x, z) will have discontinuities. Second, for
a given value of d, there will be values of Sa greater then unity, and this means that
large values of a correspond to evanescent waves. Even if A were to have disconti-
nuities, the exponential behavior of these evanescent waves ensures that we need only
work with a finite number of terms in the summations to obtain an arbitrary degree of
accuracy, and at a later stage in the work the infinite limits are replaced by a finite
summation over the range -N a N. Accordingly, in deriving the equations, we
assume that the orders of differentiation and summation may be freely interchanged.
From Eq. 5, we obtain
2a E -4r 2 E S E (z) exp(-2ri S x)
ax a =- oo
and (7)
2 E 00
2 X Ea (z) exp(-2Tri Sax)
az a =-oo
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to z. When we put these into Eq. 2,
and use Eq. 6 to rearrange the order of summation, we have
2 E O -=- X Eaj exp(-2i S x) = 0 (8)
a a a o a l a
Equation 8 is an identity, and the Fourier series on the left-hand side can be equated to
6
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zero for all values of x. It follows that each separate Fourier coefficient must vanish;
and thus we have
Ea + 4 (C -X E = 42 f(j-a) Ej (9)
2 1 2- S This is the equation we requirewhere C S . This is the equation we require.
a a
When we consider a plane horizontally stratified ionosphere, A(x, z) is everywhere
zero, and the right-hand side of Eq. 9 vanishes; the left-hand side, equated to zero, can
be recognized as the wave equation for a stratified ionosphere, and for each angle of
incidence the corresponding Ea can be determined independently. The right-hand side
of Eq. 9 thus represents coupling between the different angles of propagation; each
Fourier component fj(z) of the irregularities produces coupling between angles given by
the ordinary diffraction grating laws.
A Boundary Value Problem
With an infinite plane wave incident on the ionosphere from below, the boundary
conditions for Eq. 9 are:
(i) Only upgoing waves high in the ionosphere, as there is no wave incident from
above.
(ii) The upgoing wave below the ionosphere is just the incident wave; the amplitudes
and phases of the downgoing waves are to be determined.
(iii) E(x, z) is periodic in the x direction with period d; this has already been intro-
duced in the analysis and is not required again.
Boundary conditions (i) and (ii) are not easy to handle because they specify conditions
on the electric wave-field which are to be applied above and below the ionosphere simul-
taneously. This proves to be one of the most difficult aspects of the problem.
7
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4. DIFFRACTION BY A THIN LAYER OF IRREGULARITIES
Equation 9 of Section 3 governs the reflection of radio waves from a two-dimensional
irregular ionosphere. In reference 10, a more general form of this equation is solved
for the case in which the scattering effect of the irregularities is weak by using solutions
of the differential wave equation for a stratified ionosphere as a starting point. This
suggests that these stratified solutions might be used to advantage here, even though the
scattering may not be weak.
To introduce this approach, we consider in this section the scattering problem when
strong irregularities are confined to a discrete level, z = a, in the ionosphere. (This
problem is not purely academic, as the method of solution can be used in conjunction
with ray theory approximations to handle the reflection level in the ionosphere, as dis-
cussed in Section 9.) At all heights other than z = a, the ionosphere will be plane-
stratified, and the solutions for the stratified case will apply. The problem can be solved
by matching these solutions at the level z = a. It should be emphasized that this thin layer
of irregularities is not at all like the diffracting screen that is considered, for example,
by Ratcliffe (1) - a point that is discussed at some length in Section 6; this is because the
thin layer of irregularities considered here will give considerable back scatter, whereas
the diffracting screen of ray theory is supposed to be thicker than one wavelength, so
that there is no back scatter.
At each angle of incidence 0a there will be two independent solutions of the second-
order differential wave equation for the stratified ionosphere, which we denote by Aa and
Ba; both of these are required. The actual solutions we use are to be matched at the
level z = a, and must be chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions above and below the
ionosphere. In order that these boundary conditions may be introduced naturally into the
equations, let us choose Aa to be the solution of the stratified wave equation for a plane
wave of unit amplitude incident on the ionosphere from below, and Ba for a unit downgoing
wave below the ionosphere. Then Aa gives no wave incident on the ionosphere from above
and will satisfy the upper boundary condition; Ba gives no wave incident on the ionosphere
from below and can be used to represent the downgoing scattered wave. Now we can
write the required solution of the differential wave equation, Eq. 9, in the form:
E (z) =X A for z > al (10)
Ea (z) = aB + L A for z <a
a a a a a
where a and ,ua are constants to be determined by matching solutions at z = a. The
L a are determined by the incident wave; in particular, for a plane wave incident
normally:
L = 1 if a = 0
(11)
= 0 otherwise
This is illustrated by Fig. 2.
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When matching the solutions at z = a, it is helpful to use the Wronskian relation
between the derivatives of A and B:
a a
A B' - B =W (constant) (12)
a a a a a
The definitions of Aa and Ba given above determine Wa, which may be evaluated in
free space below the ionosphere to give
W = 4TiC (13)
a a
(For the evanescent terms when S> 1, Ca defined by (1-S2)2 is imaginary; it is con-
a a
venient to choose C to be negative complex. Taken together with the omitted time
factor exp(iwt), exp(-2riC a z) will then represent an upgoing wave whether Ca is real
or imaginary, and separate analysis for terms with S > 1 is not necessary.)
The thin layer of irregularities may be introduced into the equations by adopting
delta functions for the f(z), and these are defined by the limiting process of Fig. 3.
XoA o
*XA
_- AI
z I I
' B-I
/ FIBzl
XIA I
/ X2 A2
a+b
\ 2 132
I11 B
A INCIDENT
. -R -+A
ib | b
b
REFLECTED fj (z)fj(z
Fig. 2. Boundary conditions for diffrac- Fig. 3. The function f.(z) defining a thin
tion by a thin layer of irregu- in the
larities, illustrated for a plane layer of irregularities; in the
normally incident wave. limit b - 0, each fj(z) becomes
a delta function.
We suppose that the layer becomes thin (so that its vertical extent is small compared
with the wavelength) but its total electron content is maintained constant. By applying
Maxwell's equations at the two boundaries z = a and z = a + b, it is easy to show that
when b is small:
(i) E(x, z) is continuous right through the layer.
(ii) E' (x, z) - which is proportional to the x component of the magnetic wavefield -
has a discontinuity of 4rr 2 s(x) E(x, a), where
9
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a+b rCc jx
1(x) = A(x, z) dz = Qj exp 2rri (14)
j=-oc I d (14)
Using (i), we match the solutions for all x at z = a to obtain:
X Aa(a) = 11aBa(a) + L Aa(a) for all a. (15)
Similarly, we obtain from (ii):
X A'(a) = aB (a) + LaA' (a) + 4 X A(a) (16)a a a a a a (j-a) j
By using the Wronskian relation, Eq. 12, the unknown a may be eliminated between
Eq. 15 and Eq. 16:
a -ri Aa X (j-a) [jBj + LjAj] = 0 at z = a (17)
a z a jC -
To solve this equation, we first rewrite the limits of the summation -N ~ j ~ N, as
discussed in Section 3. Then solution of (2N+1) linear simultaneous equations in the F'a
gives the different components of the scattered wave below the ionosphere, as required.
(In practice, N might be increased until sufficient accuracy was shown by the con-
vergence of the a .) In the special case in which dj is small and there is a plane
normally incident wave, the solution of Eq. 17 is trivial:
a - I (-a) Ao(a)Aa(a) (18)
This is in agreement with the weak scatter integral of reference 10.
We now go on to consider a more realistic problem.
10
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5. COUPLED EQUATIONS
We have seen that solutions of the differential wave equation for a horizontally
stratified ionosphere are useful when strong irregularities are confined to a single
ionospheric layer. Now we use a similar approach for the case in which scattering is
produced by irregularities spread over a considerable vertical range.
The equations of this section are derived with a view to handling weak irregularities
producing strong scattering gradually after propagation through a considerable depth of
ionosphere. It so happens that with the electric polarization the coupled equations are
still valid when the irregularities themselves are strong, and for that reason no approxi-
mation appears in the analysis.
We again use Aa and Ba to denote two independent solutions at each angle for the
stratified ionosphere. For the sake of generality, no restriction upon the choice of A
and B a need be made at this stage.
For the solution of the transformed wave equation Eq. (9), we write
E = XaAa + a B a (19)
Here, ka and a are no longer constants, but vary with height. To complete the defi-
nition of ka and a in such a way that they are constant when no irregularities are
present, we write
E' = A' + B' (20)a a a a a
The differential equations satisfied by X and La are obtained by using Eq. 19 and Eq. 20
with Eq. 9, and remembering that A and Ba are themselves solutions of Eq. 9 when
the right-hand side is zero and there are no irregularities. The equations obtained may
be solved for X' and p' by using the Wronskian relation, Eq. 12, to givea a
42 o0
a W B a f(j-a) (AjX + Bjj)
a =a aj-0o 
(21)
2 cc
a W A a f(j-a) (Ajhj+ Bj j)
a J=-O
and this is the coupled form of the wave equation.
The right-hand sides of Eq. 21 represent coupling produced by the irregularities
between the different a and a. When the irregularities are weak, the derivatives of
ka and Pua are small; and at levels where the ionosphere is stratified, ka and a are
constant - a help in numerical work with confined layers of irregularities. Unfortunately,
the Xa and a are not in one sense slowly varying, for the products B Aj, BaBj, AaA j,
and A Bj change sign with the wave oscillations as z is varied, but this does not really
matter. Near the reflection levels in the ionosphere, the wavelength is large; low down,
where ray theory is valid, the rapid oscillations can be ignored (see Section 6).
11
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When the scattered wave is weak, the solution of Eq. 21 by integration is trivial, and
again shows agreement with the work of reference 10. An analytic solution can also be
written for a model in which all of the fj vanish except one. (This is an artificial
model, for we are taking a sinusoidal variation of X and Z together to give A(x, z)=
f.(z) exp(2rri j-).) For a plane incident wave, the and a for each successive a are
given in terms of successive integrals; this is because the artificial model gives a
mechanism for scattering of the energy through the angles of propagation in one direc-
tion only, and the issue is not confused by loss of energy in the main wave. (The sinu-
soidal variation of Z allows this to be consistent with conservation of energy.) For a
model with two or more fj(z) present, the solution is not so easy, and approximations
(Section 6) or numerical methods (Section 7) are necessary.
12
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6. RAY THEORY
In this section, we show that the coupled wave equations of Section 5 can be applied
to a model ionosphere for which a ray theory treatment is valid, and agreement with
ray theory is then indicated. A simple numerical method enables us to take into account
the deviations in the ray path, which are neglected by the conventional treatment.
For valid ray theory, we must consider a slowly varying ionosphere in which reflec-
tion can be ignored, so that the refractive index never approaches zero. Further, it is
necessary that the vertical extent of the irregularities should everywhere be larger than
the wavelength, so that back scatter can be ignored. This is the approach that should,
and does, lead to the diffraction screen considered by Ratcliffe (1).
It is convenient to adopt the definitions of A and B used in Section 4, so that Eq. 13
applies. Since there is to be no reflection (we may imagine that we are studying a high-
frequency transmission problem - perhaps stellar scintillations), A will be simply an
upgoing wave of unit amplitude penetrating the ionosphere, and B will be the corre-
a
sponding downgoing wave, each given by the usual W. K. B. approximation;
(21)Ba a exp 2rri q dz
2 1/ z
where q2 = C - X(). When the irregularities have a large vertical extent, the products
B aB and A Aj on the right-hand side of Eq. 21 can be ignored, for the rapid oscilla-
tions of these terms prevent coherent contribution to the changing X and a; physically,
this means that we are ignoring back scatter. Equation 21 becomes
0o
X' =-B C f(. A.X.
a Ca a j f(j-a ) J a j=-oo
(22)
a aBj f(j-a ) jlLj
a j=-Oc
Upgoing and downgoing propagation have separated in Eq. 22, and each can be con-
sidered separately. This is very convenient; it means that the difficulty of the boundary
conditions (Sec. 3) has been removed. For instance, consider the upgoing propagation
equation in Xa . Below the ionosphere the incident wave is known, and this specifies
each Xa at z = 0. Now we can integrate step by step upwards, determining the Xa at
each successive height, until we emerge above the ionosphere with the transmitted
solution. The troublesome a' known only above the ionosphere, are not involved.
To proceed, we now consider the effect of a screen of irregularities - again with
sufficient thickness to prevent back scatter - placed in free space. With no background
13
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stratified ionosphere, A and B become
a a
A a = exp(-2wi C z)
(23)
B = exp(2Tri C Z)
a a
Before we obtain agreement with ray theory, yet another approximation is necessary.
We suppose that all appreciable energy is restricted to a small range of angles, and take
all Ca to be approximately one. (This also avoids the partial reflection that would other-
wise be inevitable at very oblique angles. ) Then the equation in X becomes
00
), = i f(j-a) . (24)
From the viewpoint of ray theory we need to know the phase deviation that the thick
From the viewpoint of ray theory we need to know the phase deviation that the thick
screen would impose upon a normally incident plane wave. This is obtained by integra-
ting the phase change along lines of constant x, so that deviations of the phase path from
the normal are ignored. Provided that the deviation of the refractive index from unity
is everywhere small, this is given by
(= ir f A(x, z) dz (25)
If there is collisional damping, A(x) will be complex, and the layer will impress devia-
tions of both phase and amplitude upon the incident wave. With no damping, A will be
real, and the layer will act as a phase diffracting screen.
For a sinusoidal variation of electron density with no damping, we can write in terms
of Bessel functions, a solution of Eq. 24 that agrees with Ratcliffe' s phase screen (1).
More generally, it is possible to solve Eq. 24 by means of a simple Fourier transform
(the reverse of the analysis of Sec. 3); the Xa are given by the Fourier transform of
exp(iA4q(x)), and this agrees with the formula for Fraunhofer diffraction by a screen.
If we discard the C -al approximation, the equations are not so easily solved, even
without the stratified ionosphere, except by numerical integration. But Eq. 22 does
give a simple method of extending the ray theory treatments to take account of tracing
the deviations in the ray paths, for the approximation Ca 1 is exactly equivalent to
ignoring any deviation of the ray path from the vertical. Ray tracing in a two-dimensional
irregular medium is not particularly easy, and so Eq. 22 might prove useful.
14
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7. THE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT MATRIX
We have already mentioned that the boundary conditions of the scattering problem
are not easily handled numerically, unless we can ignore reflection and back scatter as
in Section 6. It is with this aspect of the problem that we are concerned here.
Suppose that we attempt to solve the coupled wave equation, Eq 21, for a given model
by a numerical step-by-step integration. For simplicity, Aa and Ba may once again be
given the useful definitions of Section 4. We know the incident wave below the ionosphere,
and hence the Xa; the ua below the ionosphere are unknown and are to be determined.
Above the ionosphere (or sufficiently high in an overdense ionosphere), we know that the
pa must all be zero, for there is no wave incident from above, but the Xa are unknown.
Now suppose that we start a step-by-step integration with some arbitrary values
chosen for the Xa above the ionosphere, replacing the infinite summation limits in 21 by
-N j N. When we have integrated downwards we shall have a solution of Eq. 21,
but this is unlikely to match the incident plane wave specifying the lower boundary condi-
tion. In general, the solution we have obtained will correspond to (2N+1) plane waves
incident in the (2N+1) different directions 0.
To obtain the particular solution we want, it is necessary to perform (2N+1) separate
downward integrations, each starting with different ratios between the ka above the iono-
sphere. Then, since the differential equations are linear and homogeneous, we can
combine the (2N+1) independent solutions to match the specified incident wave.
The situation is analogous to the first method developed by Budden (12) to obtain
reflection coefficients for a horizontally stratified but anisotropic ionosphere. The two
magneto-ionic components of that paper require two separate integrations; here we have
(2N+ 1) components.
Unfortunately, if we attempt the (2N+1) separate integrations, we meet another diffi-
culty that is familiar in the numerical solution of differential equations of this type. As
the integration proceeds, it happens that near the reflection level in the ionosphere the
independence of the (2N+l) solutions is gradually lost, and then the combination below
the ionosphere is inaccurate or impossible. Briefly, this is because waves at oblique
angles are reflected lower in the ionosphere than the vertical component; between the
different reflection levels, the part of the solutions due to the reflected waves grows
exponentially in magnitude, and the propagating waves are swamped and lost in rounding
off errors.
This swamping difficulty can be resolved by transforming to a Ricatti type equation
with matrix variable, corresponding to the second method used by Budden (12). First
we rewrite Eq. 21 in matrix form:
k' = -4Zr W B F(AX+BI)
(26)
At = 4r 2 W AF(Ak+BI)
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where X and t are the column vectors of order (2N+1) of the Xk and a ; W, A and B are
diagonal matrices formed, respectively, from Wa, A and Ba; F is a square stripe
matrix, of which the general term F a j = f(j-a)
Next we define R by writing
= RX (27)
Differentiating Eq. 27 with respect to z, we obtain
W1' = R' X + RX' (28)
Using Eqs. 26, 27, and 28, we can eliminate ', X', and p. successively; and remem-
bering that diagonal matrices commute, we obtain
R' X = 4 2 (A+RB) W 1 F(A+BR) (29)
In free space below the ionosphere, R is a matrix variable that represents a generalized
solution of the scattering problem; for, given an incident pattern of waves described by
X, the downgoing scattered waves are given by forming = RX. Now the Xa can be
chosen with (2N+1) degrees of freedom, so that the definition of R, Eq. 27, is complete,
and we can drop from Eq. 29 to obtain the differential equation satisfied by R.
Further, using Eq. 13 in matrix form, we have
W = 4ri C (30)
where C is the diagonal matrix of the C a , and so we have
R' = rri(A+RB) C 1 F(A+BR) (31)
The boundary conditions are now easily introduced, for we know that whatever values
the X take, FL is zero above the ionosphere, so R = 0 at the start of an integration.Below the ionosphere, once we calculate R we can determine 
the scattered wave for any
Below the ionosphere, once we calculate R we can determine the scattered wave for any
Fig. 4. Derivation of the reflection coefficient
matrix form of the coupled equations by
repeated application of the weak scatter
integral. The irregularities, but not the
background ionosphere upon which they
are superimposed, are divided into slabs.
Each slab is thin enough to be treated as
a weak scattering layer, and successive
slabs are added from below.
incident wave X, and in fact we now have one single integration of the (2N+1) 2 variables
in R, instead of (2N+1) separate integrations in (2N+1) variables.
Equation 31 has an interesting physical interpretation, which leads to an alternative
method of derivation. We know that the work of reference 10 is not valid here, because
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the scattered wave is not necessarily weak. But we can imagine that the irregularities
are divided into separate slabs as in Fig. 4, each superimposed upon the background
stratified ionosphere. The weak scattering approximation can be applied to each slab
separately, and the results are combined by adding successive slabs downwards through
the ionosphere. This leads to Eq. 31 if we take very thin slabs for the addition process.
But if we can take slabs that are thick compared with the wavelength, yet still have the
weak scatter approximation valid, we obtain Eq. 31 smoothed of rapid oscillations, and
then R is in every sense slowly varying.
An alternative form of the R equation can be derived by dividing the background iono-
sphere, as well as the irregularities, into the separate slabs. But in this equation the
variables are in no sense slowly varying, and even if there were no irregularities R
would still be a function of height.
Symmetry and the Conservation of Energy
It is obvious that the presence of C on the right-hand side of Eq. 31 destroys the
symmetry of the equation, and in fact R is not symmetric. It might be thought that the
theorem of ionospheric reciprocity, valid when the effect of the earth's magnetic field
is ignored (13), suggests that R should be symmetric, for there must be a reciprocal
relation between Rjk and Rkj. But care is necessary when applying the theorem of reci-
procity to infinite plane waves; strictly, the theorem applies only to reciprocal trans-
missions between two finite radio aerials. Careful consideration shows that R C ,
-1
rather than R itself, should be symmetric, and if Eq. 31 is rewritten with R C as
variable, the symmetry is at once obvious. Further, if the ionospheric irregularities
are taken to be symmetric about the line x = 0, it turns out that R C is symmetric also
about its trailing diagonal. Since this reduces the number of variables in R from (ZN+1)2
to (N+1)2, a great saving of computation time can be achieved.
Care is also necessary when applying the principle of conservation of energy to infi-
nite plane waves. Again, the cosines of the angles are involved, just as in the well-
known paradox that the Fresnel coefficients of reflection and transmission at a plane
boundary do not show conservation of energy unless the concentration due to diffraction
of the wave normal is considered. In fact, conservation of energy requires the terms
in R to satisfy
Rjk(Cj/Ck) /2 < 1
for all real angles Cj, C k. (If there is no collisional damping, and all evanescent terms
are ignored, conservation of energy also requires that
CilRia2 C1  = 1 for all i)
a
When using the symmetrical form of the equations, care is required for terms at
-1grazing incidence where C = 0, for at this point Ca will not exist. A convenient tricka a
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is always to use nonintegral values for d, so that this troublesome point is avoided; but,
even so, scaling difficulties may arise. The trouble is that the A and B are liable to
a a
lose their independence at grazing angles, unless they are specially modified; the diffi-
culty can be resolved either by considering zero C a separately or by handling the
limiting process when one C a tends to zero. It can be shown that the symmetric variable
(R+I) C- 1 , where I is the unit matrix, has terms that all remain finite with a zero C
a
for any physical model of the ionosphere.
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8. NUMERICAL WORK
To test the method, some numerical integrations of the R matrix equation developed
in Section 7 were tried on the IBM 704 computer at the Computation Center, M.I. T.
These trial integrations used a very simple ionospheric model. Collisions are
ignored, so Z = 0. We suppose the electron density variable X to be given by
X = Xo(z) + 2f(z) cos(Z2x/d) (32)
Thus the "irregularities" are represented by a sinusoidal variation in the x direction.
We notice that fl(z) = f_l(Z) = f(z), and that all other fj(z) vanish. Further Eq. 32 has
symmetry about the line x = 0, so we can use a symmetric form of the R equation in
which the matrix variable is symmetric about both leading and trailing diagonals.
Z
1.0
a
a-a
Xo(z)
z
f (z)b
Fig. 5. A simple model ionosphere, for which the calcula-
tions of section 8 are made. There is no collisional
damping; X(z) represents a linear plane stratified
ionosphere, and f(z) a superimposed parabolic layer
of sinusoidal "irregularities."
The functions X(z) and f(z) are drawn in Fig. 5. We use a linear model for the
stratified ionosphere:
Xo(z) = z/z o
=0
for z 0
for z < 0
This model is convenient because the solutions of the stratified wave equation are Airy
integral functions; the handling of these is comparatively straightforward, as the
parameter C a affects only the scale of the Airy functions. The function f(z) is given a
parabolic form:
f(z) = b[1-(z-a)2/ 2 ]
= 0
for a - ar z a + -
otherwise
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It is interesting to consider such a layer because the effect of vertical spread in the
irregularities can be studied by varying a; and integration is necessary only in the range
of the layer. Partial reflection at the sharp gradient boundaries at z = a ± a- may obscure
the issue, but if, for example, a Gaussian f(z) had been used, a much longer integration
through the tail of the layer would be required.
Returning to the stratified ionosphere, we see that for a plane wave incident from
below (leading to Aa), the corresponding solution of the Airy integral equation is denoted
by Ai (ref. 14). Since, without damping, the ionospheric reflection will be total, it is
possible to represent Aa by the real function Ai (provided that the phases of the incident
waves in the different directions 0a are suitably defined).
If we use the previous definitions of the Ba, we obtain complex functions in which
both amplitude and argument vary with height. It is tempting, therefore, to discard this
definition, and to use the second standard solution of the Airy equation, denoted by B i .
The Wronskian relation is changed, and all the W a a re real; R becomes a purely real
variable (Eq. 29 with X dropped).
Unfortunately, this introduces into the equation complications that do not occur if
the previous complex definition of the B a is used; for, to obtain the desired scattered
/ - Fig. 6. The angular spectrumof scattered waves for a
plane normally incident wave, plotted as a
//z function of b, the intensity of the irregulari-
RI. / ties; z o = 100, d = 6.5, a = 90, and - = 1/8.
R2 The broken lines are calculated by using the
weak scatter approximation, and the devia-
0.1 0.2 0.3 ;i-C I-,,- +F'rr c ,-c t ha irrr,-llr]otiie. hprnamP
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strong are apparent.
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-
R2 0
waves from this new real variable R a matrix inversion is necessary. This inversion
is impossible after long integrations because the swamping difficulty mentioned in
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Section 7 again limits the method, and in fact the real R may have singularities. None-
theless, the curves plotted here were all obtained by means of the real R variable. The
reason for this is that the integrations take a considerable amount of computer time. To
work with R complex would be too slow and expensive.
The curves of Figs. 6, 7, and 8 were limited partly by available machine time and
partly by failure of the real R method. Since inaccuracy must come before complete
failure, the right-hand end of each curve must be viewed with suspicion. However, the
graphs do exhibit some interesting features.
The curves are all drawn to give the scattered wave for normal incidence (although
Fig. 7. The work of Fig. 6 is repeated for a layer of
irregularities placed low in the ionosphere
at a = 10. Notice that the scattering is no
longer enhanced by the proximity of the re-
flection levels, and thus the b scale is com-
b pressed.
R
R0
R
R3
results for oblique incidence are inherent in the solutions obtained). In the curves, Ro
gives the wave returned normally for a unit incident wave, R 1 gives the wave returned
at 01 or 01', R 2 at 02 or 0 2' and so on. Both phase and amplitude are plotted as a
function of b, the intensity of the irregularities. In all of the curves, zo = 100 (100 free-
space wavelengths between the bottom of the ionosphere and reflection at normal inci-
dence), and d = 6.5 (6 angles other than 0 = 0 for propagation in free space).
Figure 6 is drawn with a- = 1/8 (a thin layer), and a = 90 (the layer placed high in
the ionosphere). At this height, the waves at angles 03, or more, have been reflected,
and so R 3 , R 4 , . .. , are small and are not shown. A value of about 5 for N proved
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adequate. The dotted lines are forms predicted by the weak scatter integral of
reference 10. As b is increased, it is interesting to see the weak scatter approximation
gradually break down. There is good agreement until R 1 reaches 0. 1 (about 2 per cent
of the energy of the main wave scattered into the first-order sidebands at 01 and 01)'
then RO drops, which shows failure of the Born approximation. Simultaneously, R 2 is
produced by scattering of energy from R 1 , and the phases wander from the constant
values of weak scattering.
Figure 7 repeats Fig. 6, except that the irregularities are placed low in the iono-
sphere at a = 10. The scattering effect is weaker, and the b scale is compressed. More
oblique terms are involved (physically, this means that diffraction below the irregular
layer is no longer sufficient to prevent wide angles of scatter), and for larger values of
b it was necessary to use N = 7 or 8 for satisfactory results.
Fig. 8. The work of Fig. 6 is repeated for a thicker
layer of irregularities, with = 1. 0.
b
iMu
90cr
z 0
I.
R2\
R 
9.
Figure 8 repeats Fig. 6, with the layer again high at a = 90, but now o = 1. 0, so
that the layer is much thicker. The integrations took longer with this thick layer, but
the curves are not much different, possibly because the wavelength is sufficiently large
at z = 90 for back scatter to still be considerable.
It was hoped that results might be obtained to check the comparison with ray
theory in Section 6, perhaps with Ad equal to 5 Or 10. Unfortunately, a very long
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numerical integration is required to do this, especially since the complex R must be
used, and so the correspondence with ray theory must rest on the analytic comparison
alone.
It can be checked that the plotted results show conservation of energy; but it happens
that conservation of energy is implicit in using the real variable X., and thus this checks
only the sorting-out process, not the step-by-step integration.
The Airy Functions
The Airy functions were calculated by first forming and storing a table by a Taylor
integration process. Outside the range of this table, asymptotic approximations were
used. The methods are described by Miller (14). Even with a floating-point computer,
it is necessary to scale the quantities relating to the evanescent waves; for, if b is
large, energy may be temporarily stored in highly evanescent terms. Otherwise, the
programming is straightforward.
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9. DISCUSSION
In this final section, we are concerned with extensions to more general problems and
with applications of the theory. It seems that results of practical worth will depend upon
the use of various approximations.
The Magnetic Polarization
All of the work given here can be duplicated for the magnetic polarization (Sec. 3)
when a wave is incident on the two-dimensional model ionosphere with its electric wave-
field vector directed everywhere in a perpendicular direction to the y axis. It is neces-
sary to decide whether strong scattering is produced by weak irregularities or by
irregularities that are, themselves, strong. With weak irregularities, the derivation of
the coupled equations is almost trivial, either by following the analysis of Section 5 or -
better - by applying the weak scatter integral to the successive slabs of Section 8.
When, with the magnetic polarization, the irregularities themselves are strong, it
2 2is necessary to extend the work of Section 3 and to analyze 1/p, as well as l itself,
into Fourier components. It is advisable to work with Ex and the y component of the
magnetic wave-field (rather than any derivative of the wave-fields) as variables, so as
to avoid troublesome derivatives of p.. In order for the series and other limiting pro-
cesses to converge, it is necessary to have some collisional damping so that Z 0;
otherwise the equations have singularities at X = 1. (Even so, it might be necessary to
use a large value of N where X = 1. ) The need for these extensions can be attributed
to the effect of induced space charges, and when these can be neglected (as, for instance,
when ray theory is valid) there is no difference between the two polarizations.
Corresponding equations exist in the limit d - oc for a completely general variation
of l, the summations of this report being replaced by integrals. The effect of the
earth' s magnetic field can be included without difficulty (except that the electric and
magnetic polarizations no longer exist independently). Extension to a three-dimensional
problem requires the use of double summations, R becoming a four-suffix matrix.
The Use of Approximations
Owing to the difficult boundary conditions, a great deal of computer arithmetic is
necessary to complete even a simple integration of the type considered in Section 8. It
would therefore seem that unless some real advance is made in the analysis, it is neces-
sary to approximate.
In Section 6 we saw that the conventional approximations of ray theory, where valid,
simplify the work considerably, even when we improve on the usual treatments with
terms that allow for ray paths that deviate from the normal. On the other hand,
reference 10 shows that solution is possible when the scattered wave is weak. In fact,
it is simple to extend the ray theory approach a little further to allow a certain amount
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of back scatter. Provided that we can assume that the back scattered wave is weak, it
is not necessary to neglect it altogether to avoid the boundary value problem, and so it is
possible to handle problems of scatter communications when most of the incident wave
penetrates the ionosphere.
Breakdown of the ray theory approximations is, of course, inevitable at the reflec-
tion levels in the ionosphere, and with oblique components appreciable, this could be a
wide region. (Ray theory fails at different levels for the different 0 a; in fact, where
X = C.) Now the equations for a thin sheet of irregularities in Section 4 are valid fora
a region of ionosphere that is thin compared with the wavelength. At the reflection
levels, the wavelength is large, and this means that the thin-sheet model might perhaps
be used to handle quite a thick slab of ionosphere, which could subsequently be matched
to the ray theory approximations that are valid lower down. This is a promising
approach.
The Stochastic Problem
The work described in this report is only an approach to the problem of ionospheric
scattering, for we really want to consider a model in which the irregularities are known
only in terms of statistical parameters. It has been shown (15) that when the weak
scatter approximation is valid, the angular power spectrum of the scattered wave can be
determined from a knowledge of the autocorrelation function of the irregularities; this
is accomplished by taking an average over assemblies. And other workers have made a
considerable amount of progress based on ray theory, which, as mentioned above, is a
help in the lower part of the ionosphere. To extend the work to take account of strong
scattering by a stochastic type of irregularities situated near the reflection level is one
of the next relevant theoretical problems under consideration.
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